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Abstract 

  This paper focuses on managing heritage sites through guided tourism.  Indian history is replete with 

historical structures, artefacts, monuments and objects of heritage.   Domestic as well as foreign visitors are 

increasing every day and Indian heritage sites are always flooded with tourists.  But the great Indian historic 

references are missed in heritage centres because several of these heritage sites do not have guide facility. Visitors 

visit the destinations and leave so much to imagination and the historical truth always remains undelivered.  If 

Tourist guides are made available in every tourist destination, then tourists’ experience virtual historical 

environment.  This also adds to promotion of historical awareness among public. The acts of vandalism, 

premeditated destruction, neglect and disregard of historical artefacts etc can be contained if guided tourism 

persists. Hence there is  a need for designing policies about  guided tourism  in all heritage destinations  and 

positively support dissemination of  historical information about  all types of  tour  destinations.  

Keywords:  Guided tourism, trends, benefits, challenges, role of higher education sector  

Introduction 

India is a land of myriad culture, history and archaeology. Annals of Indian history are replete with 

references to innumerable dynasties ruling over Indian sub continent, countless monuments, and limitless 

construction activities foraying Indian inheritance and legacy.  Beginning from Harappan civilization to advent 

of British, Indian historical references are brim with incredible destinations reflecting Indian thoughts and 

achievements.  

Issues encountered -But tourist to heritage destinations often encounter issues as shown  in this diagram 

 

Inadequate knowledge

poor online information

Poor understanding 

projecting contrasting theories 
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1. Poor knowledge about  heritage site – This  makes  tourist bored and certain destinations do not match  the 

tourist’ aspirations. 

2. Poor online information about heritage site – There is very poor online information about all heritage centers.  

3. Contrasting theories about the heritage sites such as  date of construction , style of construction , materials 

used for construction , design and plan of construction ,  etc. 

4. Poor understanding of the historicity of the place makes tourists very poor tour experience.  

5. Inadequate Guidance about Heritage  management  also deters tourists from revisiting the destinations.  

Besides tourists face inadequate knowledge sharing about destinations.  There are several other lacunas 

1. There are very  few trained tour guides in popular heritage destinations such as Sri Channa keshava temple 

complex Belur,  Hampi group of monuments  , Hampi , Hoysaleshwara Temple Halebid ,  Shravanabelagola, 

monuments complex at Badami & Aihole etc .  These destinations attract heavy influx of tourists and all round 

the year. Sometimes hoards of School children visit these places as apart if educational tour.  But limited 

number of tour guides struggle to cater to larger audiences.  

2. Certain  historical temples in Amritapura, Belawadi, Hullekal , Chickmangalore , Aihole ,  Pattadakal , Kolar 

,  Chitradurga , Koravangala,  and Tumkur do not have trained  guides . These are Hoysalas period temples 

and are rich in monumental description and innate carvings. People who visit these places often find it difficult 

to identify the period, location information and archeological importance of the monuments.  

3.  Some heritage temples even though own several trained guides, they  do not have any infrastructure for tourist 

guides. For example prior training , intensive awareness sessions, consistent  orientation, supportive literature  

4. Several of the guides are not paid either by the government run archeological Survey Department or 

Monument Management authority or Local government bodies. Sometimes they are paid by the public.  

5. As there are no fixed cadre n Tourist guides, they are guides and they will remain guides forever. Seniority, 

Career advancement benefits, incremental support etc are a dream for several of them. 

6. Sometimes there are no fixed salary / insurance / increment benefits for guides,  States follow individual 

pattern in paying Trained guides. 

7.  There is no institutional training pattern for guides. There is  no single standardized  training Academy for  

training guides uniformly across all  heritage Destinations . Several of the guides are not paid either by the 

government run archeological Survey Department or Monument Management authority or Local government 

bodies. Sometimes they are paid by the public.  

8. As there are no fixed cadre n Tourist guides, they are guides and they will remain guides forever. Seniority, 

Career advancement benefits, incremental support etc are a dream for several of them. 

9. Sometimes there are no fixed salary / insurance / increment benefits for guides,  States follow individual 

pattern in paying Trained guides. 

10.  There is no institutional training pattern for guides. There is  no single standardized  training Academy for  

training guides uniformly across all  heritage Destinations .  

11. Several of the guides are not trained to become guides most of them do not have Guide State / Institutional 

ID cards or any other official identity. 

12. Several of the self acclaimed guides do not even have basic educational qualifications or historical knowledge 

about heritage destinations.  

Benefits of guided tourism 

 It is often observed by World  Tourism Index reports that Tourists’ satisfaction is the mainstay for tourism 

development. Id tourists’ are not happy with their tours then the main objective of tourism itself fails.  Countries 

across the globe have taken several initiatives to increase the satisfaction and guide tourism is one such initiative. 

But several   countries have also made innovative approach to increase guided tourism destinations through 

institutionalising tour guide courses.  The following benefits are more conspicuous  
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Safety, Secure, Convenient, Inside knowledge, Socialization, Tourist Friendly, Systematic, Disciplined 

Disadvantages  of guided tourism- There are several disadvantages  about guided tourism 

1. long explanation 

2. improper   information  

3. Tourists  get  very less time to visit other local places  because their time is spent in hearing to exuberating/   

irrelevant or concocted stories.  

Additional initiatives- But there are certain   initiatives  which can be  focused  as follows 

Designing policies about  guided tourism  in all heritage destinations  

Dissemination of  historical information about  heritage destinations  

Encouraging of heritage destinations to adopt tour guides 

Gathering complete information  about heritage  destinations  

Implementation  of international  recommendations on guided tourism  

Promotion of  research on guided tourism  

Taking support  for community stake holders about guided  tourism  

Conclusion 

Thus, tours accompanied by trained guides become more appealing and interesting. Satisfied tourists share 

a goof feed back if their tours are cherishing, further satisfied tourists are the backbone of goof tourism practices.  

But Government policy makers need to focus on institutionalizing Tour guide training facilities. Higher education 

sector can add supportive bases for training guides at all types of Heritage destinations.  This will add values to 

National solidarity and national integrity building initiatives.  
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